Kookkural
Kekudha!

(From Left) M. Krishna, K.R. Ramanujan, Ram Mohan

Shanker Venanuary and D. Nandakumar

S. Venkatesan (in this publication) lauded Sadhgurus and his Isha Foundation as the largest tree plantation of India. He said the Govt of Tamil Nadu that give lots jealously feels prompted encourages Rain Water Harvesting and the state is lending to water conservation.

Commenting on Sadhgurus initiative ‘Cavunny Calling’, he said everyone will smile for this measure and the Tamil Nadu Government will offer six tree seedlings to support Sadhgurus endeavor in motivating Cavunny.

David Venanuary

The Cavunny

B.K. Venanuary said everyone knows about the problem of water scarcity and how to solve it, but most of us can bring a huge change, for that to do a person of energy, courage and concern is needed in the world, which people have got through Sadgurus.

He said Sadgurus has not only made this campaign as an awareness but as an activity for everyone. He mentioned that he has made it a people’s movement.

Sadgurus are in this acceptance speech said that he didn’t have any Carla activity in the world, but a rural village is a source of water and the source of life. He started his initiative, and it has started from a small village, and now it is spreading to other villages.

He said that the main concept of this campaign is to plant trees and make the environment green.

S. Venkatesan, Minister of Rural Development, Government of Tamil Nadu, said on the initiative in Cavunny Calling, he said everyone will feel for this measure and the Tamil Nadu Government will offer six tree seedlings to support Sadgurus endeavor in motivating Cavunny.

Eswar said many have warned that a revolution would come in India and in this situation, some have even said to him to follow the path, but support to help rejuvenate Cavunny, he said all should unite together for this generation.”

Ramappa said the initiative is a good one, but the government should also give some incentives to the people who participate in this campaign.
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